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INTRODUCTION
In September 2012, after five arrests in less than two years and my clandestine escape from
Canada into the United States in the dead of winter over a half frozen river, I published “Water,
Salt, Milk: Killing Our Unborn Children” and exposed the world’s oldest and most murderous
policy in history, the Global Depopulation Policy.
To prevent a third world war and maintain peace among nations, the United Nations
Organization was created in 1945 and entrusted with the task of forging international cooperation
and stability. It was immediately realized that resource scarcity leads to war and that the only
way to prevent nations from running out of vital resources is by stabilizing their populations so
they can live within their national means and are not forced by dire circumstance to seek the
resources of other nations, as had been the case throughout human history and has again and
again led to war. It was also realized that to stabilize population growth governments will have
to covertly interfere with human fertility and proceeded to do so immediately after the end of
World War II.
Between September and November 2012, I worked feverishly to compile a “Global Media
Directory” and used it to issue a global appeal to the media in 193 countries around the world to
break the wall of silence that has protected the depopulation policy from its inception seven
decades ago. In tandem I published open letters to key people to force them into action.
The combined efforts of the British, Canadian and American governments, the United Nations,
and the greater international community were not sufficient to contain me and to force me into
silence, as they were intended to do. They did destroy my life but at the same time motivated me
to fight for truth and justice to the bitter end and to sacrifice the little I have left to save those
who cannot save themselves, the innocent and unsuspecting; the seven billion creatures who
make up the human species and who are my brothers and sisters.
Upon my return to Canada to reclaim my children, property and rights, of which I had been
stripped in retaliation to my courage to challenge illegal and immoral programs and policies, I
was arrested a sixth time and held in pre-trial detention for nine months. For the first 75 days of
my incarceration I starved myself in the hope of convincing the international community to
abandon the use of chemical and biological agents to undermine human fertility and the use of
psychosocial and economic means to undermine the family.
On the first day of trial, on 11 September 2013, the charges were stayed and I was once again
free to reveal the truth and nothing but the truth to the people of the world who for the past 65
years have been subjected to a sustained yet silent war of attrition by their own elected
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governments and the United Nations. I immediately continued my campaign of open letters to
world leaders and key people to ask that they speak up and change course. The letters I wrote
before my sixth arrest, during, and after are now part of this booklet, enshrined into the public
record as testimony that we know the truth and demand change.
More importantly, I published a short history of the global depopulation effort in a short book
entitled “Killing Us Softly: Causes and Consequences of the Global Depopulation Policy” to
dispel any lingering doubts in the public’s mind that at the centre of the New World Order lies a
covert and global depopulation effort which has turned the basic elements of life into weapons of
mass destruction to, paradoxically, prevent humankind from destroying the earth and itself. It
was necessary to show that the depopulation effort has always been benevolent and that despite
terrible consequences it has saved us from outcomes worse than we can imagine.
Without this knowledge there can be no change from covert poisoning to overt legislation.
Unless people realize the existential need to have small families and are willing to take the
responsibility for population control in their own hands, our governments and the international
community will continue to use blunt chemical and biological means to force us to have small
families by undermining our reproductive systems.
Should this continue to be the case, our species will be degraded to such an extent as to make our
survival into the future impossible.
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LETTER TO RELIGIOUS LEADERS
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24 September 2012,
Your Holiness the Dalai Lama, ohhdl@dalailama.com
Your Holiness Pope Benedict XVI, nuntius@worldnet.att.net
Your Holiness Archbishop Bartholomew of Constantinople, Bartholomaios@superonline.com
Your Holiness Patriarch of Alexandria, patriarxeio.alexandreias@gmail.com
Your Holiness Patriarch Daniel of the Romanian Orthodox Church, patriarhia@patriarhia.ro
Your Holiness Rowan Williams, Archbishop of Canterbury, contact@lambethpalace.org.uk
Your Holiness N. Schneider, President of the Evangelical Church of Germany, info@ekd.de
Your Holiness Larry M. Goodpaster, President of the United Methodist Church, cob@umc.org
Your Holiness Bryant Wright, President of the Southern Baptist Convention, bpress@sbc.net
Your Holinesses, Rabbis of the Askenazi, Sephardic and Reformed Jewish communities: Yona
Mtzger, Shlomo Amar, Josef Shalom, Stephen Savitsky, Perry Raphael Rank, Dale Polakoff and
Eric Yoffie, execteam@JewishFederation.org, urj1800@urj.org, editor@jewishpress.com
Your Holinesses of the Islamic faith and members of Common Word, info@acommonword.com
Your Holinesses of Shia Islam, Ayatollah Sistani and Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
sistani@sistani.org, intrelations@presstv.ir
Your Holinesses Grand Muftis of Sunni Islam: Sheikh Ekrima Sa’id Sabri, Sheikh Ali Gomoa,
Sheikh Muhammad Rafi Usmani, and Sheikh Abdul-Azees Ibn Abdullah Aal ash-Shaikh
askme@islamic-council.org
Your Holiness Sri Bharathi Theertha Mahaswamigal, acharyal@vedas.com
Your Holiness Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, info@vvmvp.org, artdevivre@artofliving.org
Your Holiness Swami Atmasthananda, president@rkmpresident.org
Your Holinesses Raghava Reddy and Praveen Togadia of Vishva Hindu Parishad, info@vhp.org
Your Holiness Acharia Shri Mahashraman, office@terapanthinfo.com
Your Holinesses of the Universal House of Justice of the Baha’i faith, ganbahai@bwc.org,
media@bwc.org
Your Holinesses Darayus S. Motivala and Sam H. Bhinwandiwalla of the World Zoroastrian
Organization, chairman@w-z-o.org, president@w-z-o.org
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Esteemed men of faith,
You are now in possession of indisputable evidence that the world’s governments and the highest
echelons of the international community have since the end of World War II gradually adopted
depopulation measures through chemical and biological means that have turned the basic
elements of life – water, salt, milk and, most recently, select staple crops – into weapons of mass
destruction to prevent overpopulation by depressing fertility and increasing morbidity and
mortality. They have also used man-made viruses like the HIV-AIDS and dispersed them
through vaccines into the general population of developing nations unwilling to adopt chemical
methods of population control.
While this science-driven method of preserving the peace was forced upon our leaders during the
Cold War period by the threat of mutually assured destruction through nuclear weapons and most
recently by the even greater and more imminent threat of environmental destruction, alternatives
exist that make the mass poisoning of humanity unnecessary and as such immoral and criminal
as it is an affront to and an assault on God’s creation.
The enclosed document – Water, Salt, Milk: Killing our Unborn Children1 – proves beyond a
reasonable doubt, through statistical, demographic and comparative data, that water, salt and
milk fluoridation have been deliberately employed by governments throughout the world from
the end of World War II onward for one and one purpose only, depopulation, and that as a result
some 30% of the lineages subjected to fluoridation have been rendered infertile and have already
died out or are in the process of dying out. This planned and scientifically-driven genocide,
justified in the minds of our leaders by the overpopulation imperative, is a substitute for war,
which has been made impossible by the mutually assured destruction of nuclear weapons. Over
the past 60 years, the depopulation agenda has grown into a global program that involves the vast
majority of the world’s governments and the entire international community, the result of which
there are few places in the world where our children can drink water and milk or eat salt without
serious repercussions on their ability to procreate, the genetic quality of their offspring if they do
succeed, their mental and intellectual integrity, and their general health.
If allowed to continue, the fluoridation genocide will annihilate the majority of mankind within a
few generations and reduce those who survive to mental retardation and severe genetic
degradation, making life undesirable and long-term survival impossible. As of 2001, the war
waged on us by our own governments has entered a new and far more destructive phase through
the adoption of genetically modified organisms and endocrine disrupting substances, the newest
weapons of mass destruction in the arsenals of our governments. This new phase was augured
1

Kevin Mugur Galalae, Water, Salt, Milk: Killing Our Unborn Children, available online at:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/106587366/Water-Salt-Milk-Killing-Our-Unborn-Children
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by the staged and catalytic event of 9/11 and has our rapid annihilation, in advance of the
impending oil shortage, as its objective.
In the aforementioned document I explain how the bipolar system of the post-war period –
composed of the Soviet Union and the communist camp on the one hand and the United States
and the capitalist camp on the other – has preserved the peace during the latter half of the 20th
century not primarily through nuclear deterrence as it is believed, but through their collusion in
the depopulation agenda.
While nuclear deterrence was merely the passive and overt policy of global peace, depopulation
through fluoridation was the active and covert policy. Nuclear deterrence and depopulation are
two sides of the same coin and one cannot exist without the other. Nuclear deterrence makes war
impossible as it would lead to mutually assured destruction and therefore deprives societies of
the traditional way of thinning their numbers, violent conflict.
If the excess population cannot be discarded of by periodically sending men into war as cannon
fodder, which then leaves a large proportion of the females unmarried and childless, therefore
depressing population growth for two or three generations, a substitute had to be found that can
take enough lives to compare with war.
Fluoridation accomplishes the same as war but without material destruction and with infinitely
less overt human suffering because it prevents births rather than take lives. It is therefore, in the
minds of our leaders, an elegant solution to an age-old problem, overpopulation, now
exacerbated by extraordinary advances in medicine, nutrition and living conditions that have led
not only to a population explosion but also to much longer lives.
While this is good for the individual it is a conundrum for societies, which now have to contend
with feeding and clothing and sheltering a greater number of people than ever before at a greater
pace than ever before and who must do so without the safety valve of war, which allows those in
power to sacrifice the few to save the many once the population has outgrown the available
resources.
The importance of fluoridation cannot be overstated, but it cannot exist as a depopulation policy
without the other side of the coin, a credible threat from a credible nuclear-armed enemy that
makes total mutual annihilation inevitable. Without such a threat, the political leadership can no
longer justify the secret war it wages on its own people in order to prevent the greater evil of
mutually assured destruction through nuclear weapons, which would be the inevitable final act of
resource depletion.
When the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991, it was necessary for world peace that the Soviet and
American leadership (of Michael Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan) find a new instrument – since
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nuclear deterrence had been invalidated by the cessation of the Cold War – that would reaffirm
their commitment to the depopulation agenda.
The lethal threat now used by our governments to justify the war on us is environmental
catastrophe and that threat comes from us and is a much greater threat than its antecedent,
nuclear annihilation. As long as we procreate and our numbers grow, our governments will have
no choice but to wage war on us and treat us the way the Nazis treated Jews. What Hitler did to
Jews, our own governments have been doing to us for over half a century, but in a more subtle
and “humane” way. They poison us with the same poison used on the Jews, fluoride, and they
do it in our own countries, which they have turned into giant concentration camps where neither
children nor women are spared; where in fact children are the first target of chemical warfare.
Since 1945, we have all been Jews; we have been treated as Jews and killed as Jews.
The lethal threat to humankind that environmental catastrophe represents, has replaced the threat
of mutual annihilation by nuclear weapons as the justification for not only continuing but
expanding the ambit of the depopulation policy, which is why genetically modified organisms
and endocrine disruptors were added to the existing arsenal of fluoridation methods as the newest
eugenic weapon of mass destruction.
As spiritual leaders you have the power and the responsibility to publicly condemn the soulless
methods of governance the world’s secular authorities have chosen to solve the admittedly
enormous and real problems humanity and civilization face. You also have the responsibility of
alerting the members of your religious communities of the dangers they face by distributing the
enclosed document to each and every one of your adherents.
The reason they have been able to get away with this audacious genocide and infanticide for as
long as they have is not only because our secular authorities have organized beyond borders and
have operated under the strictest code of secrecy, but because the cruelty of their plan is of such
enormous proportions and diabolical nature as to defy belief.
In the final analysis, however, one must also recognize that without the drastic measures of
population control they have employed for the past sixty years the world would have probably
disintegrated by now due to overpopulation since resource scarcity and environmental
devastation would have torn societies apart and forced people into a bitter struggle for base
survival that would have eventually ended up in nuclear confrontation.
At seven billion strong the global human population is simply too great a burden on Mother
Earth and depopulation measures are absolutely necessary to prevent our numbers from
continuing to grow by one billion every twelve years at current fertility rates. But the chemical,
biological and bacteriological assaults employed to achieve this goal is no longer necessary as
the world has reached a higher level of consciousness and unprecedented technological advances
that give us a far better alternative to achieving the much-needed state of balance between us and
nature.
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Modern communication technology makes the instant dissemination of information across the
globe possible and almost free of cost and this advantage allows us to replace secrecy, deception
and coercion with openness, education and empowerment so that every human being has the
knowledge, data and motivation necessary to recognize the vital importance of exercising selfrestraint on the procreation front until the global population goes down to a number that can be
sustained by nature’s finite resources.
It is generally recognized that we have enough fossil fuels for another century at most and that
we must lower our total number from the current 7 billion to less than 2 billion within the next
100 years if we are to be able to feed ourselves without fertilizers made from fossil fuels, which
is what modern agriculture relies on to extract the high yields of the Green Revolution.
Our complete dominion over the earth forces us to assume what were previously divine
responsibilities in order to preserve the divine harmony that comes from balancing creative and
destructive forces; a balancing act that was previously God’s task and his task alone. Our focus
so far on solely preserving and extending life has made us blind to the need to prevent life in
order not to disrupt God’s or Nature’s balance, which has given a place to everything from the
smallest microorganism to the largest mammal, a divine harmony that we now appreciate but are
nowhere near fully comprehending and that falls and perhaps always will fall outside our ability
to recreate. This means that for the time being we must make the sacrifices necessary to preserve
the divine balance of God/Nature and we can only accomplish that by restricting our numbers so
as to live within Nature’s limits.
You, as leaders of the world’s various religious denominations, must now stand up and speak up
loud and clear that you do not give secular authorities the absolution they need to continue to
implement mass poisoning methods even though they have done so with the best intentions and
for our own sake. Every human being on Earth deserves the chance to live and to secure the
continuation of his or her genetic line. The world has been split between insiders and outsiders
for long enough and this division is no longer morally justifiable in light of the existing
alternative, which is to implement a global one-child policy as a law of conscience and
consciousness so that everyone has an equal chance to survive, to live healthy and responsible
lives, and to secure the continuation of their lineages.
Thanks in part to my efforts and sacrifices the world is now aware of what is happening and the
truth can no longer be suppressed. You are being watched by your flocks of believers and nonbelievers and you will be judged by what you do and by what you refuse to do.
If you refuse to speak up in our defense we will know that you represent just another hierarchy of
men driven solely by worldly ambitions and that you are devoid of God’s love, wisdom and
compassion and infected by greed, vanity and power lust, which are the embodiments of evil
here on earth. At the very least you will be revealed as obsolete and that will be the end of your
authority as you will be disgraced in our and in God’s eyes.
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The world is waiting for salvation and so far it is only coming from me, an agnostic imbued with
the love of God for the sake of man. If you are men of God you will realize my authenticity and
that I speak the truth, as awful and incredible as it may seem, and that I do so without regard for
my wellbeing and solely for the love of my children, my fellow human beings and the planet we
inhabit.
We, the common people, understand that it is no longer enough to unload our sins onto the
shoulders of the great men of the past. They carried the burdens of their time. We must carry
our own. We also understand that certain problems cannot be solved by governments or by
authority as they require the participation of every human being on earth. By virtue of our
numbers we have become a weight too great even for God’s shoulders and certainly too great for
governments to solve. The burden must be distributed equally onto the shoulders of every adult,
as responsibilities that we must fulfill for the sake of the divine love within us, in the full
knowledge of our intellect, and under the unforgiving glare of our own conscience, for it is in our
heart, intellect and conscience that God resides.
Do not abandon us in the hour of our greatest need. We are all God’s children and no one has
the right to take our lives and our children’s lives without giving us the opportunity to prove that
we are capable of making choices that consider the wellbeing of the entire world and not just our
own narrow wishes.
Our scientists and politicians have chosen reason without faith, just as the religious leaders of the
past chose faith without reason. Reason without faith has proven to be as dangerous and
destructive as faith without reason, as neither one nor the other can balance destructive and
constructive forces the way Nature/God does to achieve harmony. That balancing act must be
done in the heart, mind and conscience of every human being on earth and we cannot do that
unless and until we have the information, education and opportunity necessary to put our hearts,
minds and souls and the love, reason and compassion they entail to full use.
May you find the courage and wisdom you need to stand on the shoulders of giants and create
the space we need to grow to that higher level of consciousness that will allow us to live in the
image of God and create harmony on earth before it is too late!
Sincerely,

Kevin Mugur Galalae
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LETTER TO THE VATICAN

Giovanni Maria Vian

Father Federico Lombardi

18 October 2012
Giovanni Maria Vian, Editor-in-Chief of L’Osservatore Romano
ornet@ossrom.va, info@ossrom.va
Father Federico Lombardi, S.J., General Director of Radio Vaticana and Head of the Vatican
Press Office
English@vatiradio.va

Dear Mr. Vian and Father Lombardi,
This letter is of the utmost importance, as it concerns the lives and health of seven billion people
and of the entire Christendom; in fact it concerns the integrity of God’s creation itself.
One month ago, I wrote to His Excellency Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, the Apostolic
Nuncio of His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI in Washington DC. The office of the Nunciature
13

confirmed by phone receipt of my letter and of the enclosed file, a copy of my book “Water, Salt,
Milk: Killing Our Unborn Children”. I have attached a digital copy of the book to this email for
your convenience. For the time being, the book, which is heavily censored, can also be
downloaded from one of the following web sites:
http://politicsneedtochange.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/wsm.pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/KevinGalalae/water-salt-milk-killing-our-unborn-children
http://projectavalon.net/Water_Salt_Milk_-_Killing_our_unborn_children.pdf
http://shiftfrequency.com/ppfep.pdf
The book details the covert methods of chemical and biological low-intensity warfare directed at
the global populace since 1945 as a means to control population growth by lowering fertility in
order to keep the peace by preventing wars of necessity caused by resource scarcity.
In an open letter addressed to His Holiness and the world’s religious leaders – available at
http://community.ejc.net/profiles/blog/show?id=2345725%3ABlogPost%3A89755&commentId
=2345725%3AComment%3A89782&xg_source=activity – I have implored Pope Benedict XVI
and his counterparts to inform the world of the lethal threat it is under by speaking publicly and
openly against the ongoing genocide.
To my dismay, His Holiness has remained silent and during this time thousands of innocent
children, women and men have died of diseases caused intentionally by the chemical and
biological poisons and agents unleashed on the world populace by the majority of the world’s
governments and the United Nations and its agencies. Thousands more have been rendered
infertile and their genetic lines shut out of the circle of procreation for posterity.
The genocide has been confirmed in private by anti-fluoridation activists – see
http://community.ejc.net/profiles/blogs/dr-bill-osmunson-president-of-the-washington-actionfor-safe?xg_source=activity – but has yet to be announced publicly either by the world’s
religious leaders or by civil society. This culture of silence is fed by fear, collusion, self-interest
and a deep-seated reluctance to be attacked and ridiculed for being messengers of news so
terrible and incomprehensibly cruel as to be immediately rejected as pure fiction.
None of these reasons however can be justified in light of the evil that is being perpetrated on the
innocent on a scale hitherto unknown and at a cost in lost lives, limbs and minds that has no
equal in history. Moreover, the evidence I present in my book is incontestable, multidisciplinary
and speaks for itself.
The genocide that has been ongoing for the past half century was conceived and implemented as
a substitute for war by a militaristic and quasi-scientific mentality that has perverted everything
decent in society and government. The genocide is not the invention of a deranged mind as it is
the reality of a deranged policy; a policy that has embarked humanity on the road to selfdestruction purportedly to address inescapable environmental and demographic realities. While I
am fully aware of these realities and wholeheartedly agree that human population growth is the
greatest threat humanity and the planet face, I could never agree with the methods chosen to
address this threat. I have proposed a viable alternative and the time to change course is now.
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His Holiness has a crucial role to play in facilitating this transition peacefully. Without his voice
we the people will have no choice but to resort to violence in self-defense if we are to save our
children and our families from certain death. His Holiness cannot repeat history and silently
overlook genocide the same way his predecessor Pope Pius XII did during World War II. The
world is a different place today and no one can hide from their responsibilities, least of all His
Holiness.
If for some reason my letter to the Nunciature or my subsequent emails have been overlooked or
lost, I ask that you bring this issue to the immediate attention of His Holiness, as there is no
greater threat to God’s creation then this war on the people which costs untold lives and
downgrades the genetic and intellectual endowment of the entire human race. His Holiness
cannot possibly have anything on His agenda that even remotely equals this issue in importance.
This silent war is the embodiment of pure evil and His Holiness’ silence of on this issue can only
mean that he endorses it. I refuse to accept that such heinous and immoral thinking could live in
the highest office of the Church, where God’s compassion and wisdom are supposed to reside.
I take the liberty of publishing this letter online as a record that I have asked His Holiness for the
third time to defend the innocent and God’s creation by using His authority to openly and
publicly condemn this genocide.
As the world’s foremost defender of life and the unborn, His Holiness will want to speak
forcefully and immediately. Though I am not a religious man I believe in the sanctity of life and
in the responsibility we all hold to preserve life on the planet in all its forms. I have risked my
life to stay true to this principle and to fulfill my responsibilities as a father and as a human
being. The enemies of mankind have taken everyone and everything I hold dear to stop me, but
they have yet to succeed.
I hope His Holiness will not side with the enemies of mankind who have chosen themselves by
damning everyone else, but that He will side with my brothers and sisters, all seven billion of
them, regardless of their color or creed so that we may save humanity, civilization and the earth
together or die together trying.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO ANTI-FLUORIDATION LEADERS

Dr. Paul Connett
Professor Susheela
Professor Burgstahler

Dr. Hardy Limeback

Dr. Rudolf Ziegelbecker
Dr. Spedding Micklem
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3 October 2012

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Ben Johansen, Rainer Neuhaus and Andreas Schuld of Parents of Fluoride Poisoned Children
(pfpc@istar.ca , pfpccanada@shaw.ca);
Dr. Bruce J. Spittle, Prof. A.K. Susheela, Prof Emeritus AW Burgstahler, Associate Professor
Masashi Tsunoda and Professor Dariusz Chlubek of the International Society for Fluoride
Research (spittle@es.co.nz, susheela@bol.net.in, awburg@ku.edu, mtsunoda@med.kitasatou.ac.jp, dchlubek@pam.szczecin.pl, dchlubek@sci.pum.edu.pl);
Dr. Paul Connett, Ellen Connett, Stuart Cooper, Chris Neurath and Tara Blank of the Fluoride
Action Network (paul@fluoridealert.org, ellen@fluoridealert.org, stuart@fluoridealert.org,
cneurath@americanhealthstudies.org, tara@fluoridealert.org);
Diane Lynne, Amer Al-Mudallal, Bill Evans, Rosezella Canty-Letsome, Alfonso Blanco, Arthur
Chiu, Barbara Perish Karn, Diane Rains and Freshteh Toghrol of EPA Union, Chapter 280,
(lynne.diane@epa.gov, Al-Mudallal.Amer@epa.gov, evans.bill@epa.gov, CantyLetsome.Rosezella@epa.gov, Blanco.Alfonso@epa.gov, Chiu.Arthur@epa.gov,
Karn.Barbara@epa.gov, Rains.Diane@epa.gov, Toghrol.Freshteh@epa.gov);
Dr. Bill Osmunson, James Robert Deal, Audrey Adams, Linda Martin and Ali Larkin of
Washington Action for Safe Water (Bill@WashingtonSafeWater.com,
James@WashingtonSafeWater.com, Audrey@WashingtonSafeWater.com,
Linda@WashingtonSafeWater.com, Alli@WashingtonSafeWater.com);
Dr. Rudolf Ziegelbecker of the Forum für Verantwortbare Anwendung der Wissenschaft
(ziegelbecker.sen@utanet.at);
Professor James Beck and Professor Spedding Micklem, authors of “The Case Against Fluoride”
(beck@ucalgary.ca, H.Micklem@ed.ac.uk);
Dr. Hardy Limeback, author of “Why I am now Officially Opposed to Water Fluoridation”
(hardy.limeback@utoronto.ca);
Members of the Health Action Network Society (HANS) of Canada (hans@hans.org);
Members of the New York State Coalition Opposed to Fluoridation (NYSCOF)
(NYSCOF@aol.com);
Members of the UK Council Against Water Fluoridation (info@ukcaf.org);
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Dr. John Ryan and members of Professionals Against Water Fluoridation (PAWF) of Australia
(national_office@socialist-alliance.org, Sydney@greenleaf.org.au)
In one way or another you have been part of the anti-fluoridation struggle for many years and
have come to represent the backbone of the resistance to the deliberate chemical poisoning of the
masses by our governments.
While you have done an excellent job raising awareness about the ill-effects of fluoridation on
our health you have not disclosed the true reason and the hidden objectives of the global
fluoridation policy. You may or may not have known that fluoridation is pursued by
governments throughout the world for one and one reason only, population control, due to
fluoride’s effectiveness in lowering fertility and inducing a state of passive indifference.
No one can plead ignorance anymore on this count due to my book: “Water, Salt, Milk: Killing
Our Unborn Children”, which spells out in no uncertain terms the demographic, statistical,
medical, legal and industrial evidence that fluoridation is a substitute for war and has been
employed first by the US, the Soviet Union and the UK in the aftermath of World War II on the
countries that have lost the war, Japan being the first to be subjected to mass fluoridation by the
US. You have all received a copy of my book along with the request that you distribute it widely
and post it on your websites.
Since fluoridation has been the backbone of the post-war order and the primary means by which
to keep the peace and avoid conflict that would lead to nuclear confrontation and mutual
annihilation, no amount of public resistance has dissuaded the authorities to abandon
fluoridation, be it water, salt or, to a lesser extent, milk. Despite your best efforts fluoridation
has grown by leaps and bounds both in countries that have used water fluoridation and in
countries that have opted for salt fluoridation; so much so that there is hardly a place on earth
where people are not subjected to systemic fluoridation at low level and sub-lethal doses
designed to imperceptibly undermine our ability to procreate and our ability to think and act in
our own defense.
It should be perfectly clear by now that the peaceful methods you have used to try to protect us
from chemical poisoning by our own elected officials have not worked and that the time has
come to defend our lives and the lives of our children by any means necessary. This is not a
struggle we can win by pleading for mercy and understanding to the very people and authorities
that are murdering our children in cold blood. Our governments are engaging in genocide and
the only way to avoid worldwide armed struggle is the threat thereof.
This is the time to speak up as one if we are to stop them from killing us slowly. In the absence
of our unanimous outcry violence will be the only alternative we will be left with especially
since our governments have entered a second and more aggressive phase of depopulation by
infertility- and morbidity-causing genetically modified organisms and systemic pesticides
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designed to attack our children’s reproductive organs and neurological system during the crucial
developmental stages of life.
The masses however are still oblivious of the murderous world order that has scheduled the
majority of mankind for extermination. This is a reality too brutal to comprehend and too
demonic to believe. It is easier to discount the messenger as insane then it is to accept as being
the reality of the day and having to deal with it. Moreover, a global system of censorship stifles
any attempts to inform humanity of the lethal threat it is under, which is why my book is taken
down as soon as it is posted on the Internet. This in itself is evidence of its veracity.
I have taken the first and most difficult step, disclosing the truth, and will undoubtedly pay for it
with my life. Be that as it may, I will gladly give my life if it will save my children’s lives and
the lives of my fellow human beings. It is time that you follow my lead and inform the public of
the lethal danger it is under by posting my book online on your websites and by reinforcing its
conclusions with your own verdicts and reputations so that the incredulous and the ignorant will
muster the courage to believe the unbelievable and will have the information they need to
organize if they are to save their and their children’s lives.
This is the time to act and to show courage and determination. Regardless how powerful the
players behind the global regime who dare to poison us and our children they cannot put us all in
prison and they can certainly not withstand a concerted attack by the 7 billion who are our
brothers and sisters. Moreover, by their crimes and treachery they have lost the right to govern
and have earned only the right to spend the rest of their lives behind bars for the atrocities they
have committed against us for the past 60 years.
I therefore urge you to take a leap of faith and think first and foremost of your own children and
not of your own interests and lives. This is a defining moment in human history and it is up to us
to show the way. Please speak up now and do so loud and clear. It is better to die fighting then
it is to be poisoned like rats in our own homes.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO DR. OSMUNSON
7 October 2012

Dear Bill,
The gradual approach you advocate is a luxury we
cannot afford in this case. The damage done by
fluoridation is too great, cumulative (from generation
to generation) and lasting to tackle leisurely.
Moreover, this approach has proven to be ineffective.
Fluoridation in the US and Canada has been in place
since 1945 and has grown by leaps and bounds
despite the kind of opposition you advocate, which
has coexisted with fluoridation since its inception but
has not achieved the intended goal of shutting down
fluoridation. On the contrary, fluoridation of public
water supplies now encompasses 75% of the US
population, more than at any other time in history. In
fact, when we count fluoridated bottled water as well
as tap water, then fluoridation likely encompasses
more than 90% of the population. And I have not
said a word yet about the expansion of fluoridation
across the world.
Surely, after 6 decades of failing to shut down fluoridation at home you must realize that a
different strategy is necessary otherwise the efforts of the anti-fluoridation camp are nothing
more than a mannerist and empty display, a pretense of civil action rather than an actual
opposition.
The reason the gradual approach has failed to achieve anything other than raising awareness
among a small percentage of engaged citizens is that it does not offer a rational explanation as to
why such irrational decisions in regard to fluoridation should be the modus operandi of
governments worldwide. WASP and other anti-fluoridation organizations address only the
health effects of fluoridation and reduce it to an academic and medical debate. But fluoridation
is not a public health policy; it is a demographic geopolitical policy. By reducing fluoridation to
a public health measure you have allowed yourself to be shackled by the political class to the
parameters they have set in order to prevent people from identifying the true purpose of
fluoridation. As a result, you look at fluoridation as through a keyhole and see only what you are
allowed to see rather than what you should be seeing. This narrowness and myopia have not
gone unnoticed by the general public which is why you have remained utterly ineffective.
To use a medical metaphor, you identify and treat the symptoms of the disease but have yet to
identify its cause. By failing to recognize and expose the cause of fluoridation you fail to be
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convincing and play into the hands of the political class by operating within their matrix of
control. If you want to shut down fluoridation you must circumvent the matrix of control,
outsmart it and deprive the political class of the justification it uses to impose genocide by
chemical means on the world. First and foremost, you must deprive it of the cover of secrecy.
This is not a matter that can be resolved within the system because the entire international
political order is built around population control as a substitute for war. The depopulation policy
is the system, it is the reason for the system’s existence and it is the common denominator that
has coalesced governments around the so-called New World Order.
You must stop thinking like a dentist and start thinking like a policy maker and a world leader if
you want to even begin to comprehend the true purpose and importance of fluoridation.
You are reluctant to reveal the purpose of fluoridation to the public at large because you fear
being ridiculed, thus because you are more concerned about your reputation and credibility than
about saving lives by uttering the truth. In other words you are constrained in your actions by
concerns about form when you should be concerned with substance. It is substance not form that
matters. The reason I have asked all major anti-fluoridation figures and individuals to speak at
once is to annihilate the likelihood of being met with incredulity. If all of you speak at once in
support of my book then we cannot be attacked by the powers to be as proponents of conspiracy
theories. The fact that they have chosen to censor my book at all costs and not even try to
ridicule it or to attack my credibility is because they realize they cannot win any public debate
and that by attempting to do so they will have given the public enough information to indict their
governments for the very crimes I have identified.
The logic of my book and the evidence with which I support it speak for themselves. The
intelligent will immediately have a eureka moment upon reading it. These individuals, who are
the only individuals who matter – since the masses always follow the 10% – will at once
recognize the veracity of my conclusions. They will think, ‘Yes, why didn’t I think of this; it is
so simple, so obvious and so logical.’
We cannot build momentum and turn the tide of public awareness unless we all have the courage
to speak the truth (however insane the truth appears to be at first glance) and nothing but the
truth as one and at once when it matters. I had the courage to say it first (although I am sure I am
not the first to have realized that depopulation by fluoridation is the other side of the coin of
nuclear deterrence) and have opened the way for others to say it without fearing repercussions.
The very audacity and insanity of the depopulation policy is what has protected it from being
exposed for what it is.
The “enemy” we are fighting does not think solely in medical terms, they have evaluated the
need for population control measures in light of an entire spectrum of factors and they have done
this since the 1940s. I agree with them wholeheartedly that depopulation measures are an
absolute necessity, but I do not agree with their methods, which do more damage than good. In a
sense they know this and would like to change the methodology but have pinned themselves into
a corner. If we speak together in support of depopulation we will free them from the prison they
have built for themselves and by extension for us and will point the world in the right direction,
which is collaborative and universal depopulation efforts by legislating a one-child policy. The
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powers to be will be thankful to us for having freed them from the clutches of hell. I cannot even
imagine what it must be like to live with that burden on one’s conscience!
In my book I accuse them of genocide but I also exonerate them by explaining that they have
acted to the best of their abilities within the possibilities of their time. As such, they have saved
us from an even worse outcome. I make clear however that pursuing depopulation by covert
measures of chemical and biological warfare is no longer justifiable in light of the existing
alternative, which is legislating a one-child policy until the global population goes down to a
number sustainable by food production methods that are not dependent on fertilizers made from
fossil fuels.
If I ever make it to a position of power I will not touch a hair on the heads of these men. They
had the courage and foresight to act when everyone else lived in ignorance, oblivious of the
coming threat. We owe them a great debt of gratitude for what they have done between 1950
and 1980, but not for what they have done since. Nevertheless, they showed the courage needed
to act while the rest of us did nothing. And political considerations being what they are, it is
easy to see how they chose to stay the course rather than risk changing their methodology.
It is the courage to act that is needed to change course and you refuse to show that courage, Bill.
It is not enough to be intelligent. To know is useless unless you have the courage to act on that
knowledge.
You are very concerned about people’s sensibilities and perceptions. But what is more important
their sensibilities or their lives? Surely, you will agree that saving their lives is far more
important than protecting their sensibilities! They will curse us at first, as messengers of
unwanted news, but they will thank us later, as saviors of their lives and of their genetic lines.
Your keyhole approach is ineffective because it gives the impression that fluoridation is a
medical debate over a public health policy when in fact it is a demographic global policy that
shapes and misshapes the entire international governance framework and perverts the rule of law
and every value, freedom and right we hold. If you continue to deprive the public of this
knowledge you will deprive them of the ability to frame fluoridation in its proper perspective and
to rise to a higher level of consciousness that will compel them to think and act accordingly.
We are running out of time. In another 12 years there will be another billion people on earth.
The environmental damage another billion people will cause to a world already beyond the
tipping point is the equivalent of ten nuclear bombs exploding at the same time at different
places on earth. You say I don’t know enough. Well, be that as it may, I know enough to know
that depopulation is the task of our generation and that unless we do it right, we will not save
civilization or the earth. Hell, we will not even be able to save our own children. I also know
that we have been scheduled for annihilation and that is all I need to know to act.
This is do or die time, which is why there is now international consensus at the highest echelon
of governance that genetically modified organisms must be employed in the developing world
and elsewhere to sterilize the populace. While this makes demographic sense it is utter
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biological folly, as they will have shut down mankind’s ability to procreate and will therefore
have undermined the very survival of the species, purportedly to save the species.
Stop thinking like a dentist and start thinking like a world leader, Bill. Otherwise you are
wasting your time and your life’s work will amount to nothing more than overseeing the demise
of your fellow men.
Forget about your reputation and about appearances and take the leap of faith necessary to win
this battle and change the course of humankind. I am not asking you to set yourself on fire,
though that is what Mohammed Bouazizi did, the Tunisian street vendor, and sparked a series of
revolutions throughout the Middle East that are still unfolding.
All I am asking you is to add your voice to mine and help turn the tide. My record speaks for
itself. I have single-handedly shut down the Prevent arm of Europe’s anti-terrorism and antiradicalization strategy (Google “Galalae, Wikispooks” for the evidence of my achievement). I
am as right about depopulation/fluoridation as I was about CONTEST, Britain’s and the EU’s
surveillance and censorship measures used to infiltrate universities and control the academic
discourse and manufacture consent.
Ask your friends in the anti-fluoridation world to issue a common statement to this effect. Once
you do this other civil rights organizations will come aboard and then the truth will be
unstoppable. As it is, civil society groups have specialized on particular issues and have no clue
that they are all criticizing aspects of the same demon. Instead of attacking it together they keep
nibbling at its heels and getting kicked in the head for their effete efforts.
The media is already chomping at the bits to tell the truth and I have received word that some
journalists are taking steps to release news of my book. They will not succeed, however, unless
we level the ground for them by annihilating the culture of silence behind which the
depopulation policy hides.
I am doing this by forcing the religious establishment to act
(http://community.ejc.net/profiles/blogs/letter-to-religious-leaders-1?xg_source=activity), the
UN Commissioner of Human Rights (http://community.ejc.net/profiles/blogs/letter-to-unhuman-rights-commissioner-navanethem-pillay?xg_source=activity) and, as you will see, other
crucial players who will be more than eager to carve their names in history.
You state that mercury fillings and iatrogenic temporomandibular damage are as bad as or worse
than fluoride, but you know that this is not the case. As I have estimated in my letter to the UN
Human Rights Commissioner Navanethem Pillay:
“This covert policy of forced sterilization active in parts of the world since 1945 has
prevented the birth of one billion children, has rendered infertile one out of every five
women in the western world, has terminated some 300,000 million genetic lines, has
undermined the reproductive systems of 850,000 million living males, has confused the
sexual orientation of 15% of the population, has downgraded the genetic and intellectual
endowment of entire nations, and has sickened countless millions by attacking the
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endocrine system which regulates mood, growth and development, tissue function,
metabolism, sexual function and reproductive processes at the cellular level.”
Nothing comes even close to the enormity of the damage done by fluoridation. The only thing
that will surpass it if we don’t act is GMOs.
The depopulation/fluoridation policy can only exist under the cover of the strictest regime of
secrecy. I have already blown that cover and the policy is already dying like a vampire exposed
to sunlight. It is up to all of us to drag it into the light and hold it there until it expires. This
requires action and risk and some of us may not make it, but so be it. Real change is impossible
without sacrifice. I am more than willing to sacrifice my life if that is what it takes to save the
lives of my children and of my fellow men.
As I understand you are retired and have already lived a long and fruitful life. Whatever risk you
take now no one can deprive you of a full life. I am 47 years old, have two young children (2
and 7 years old) and have many years of life ahead of me which I intend to live to the fullest.
But I will not live like a rat or die like a rat.
What you should be afraid of is not your reputation or appearances but the legacy you leave
behind and tangible evidence that your efforts have borne fruit. What you should be afraid of is
living and dying like a rat rather than living and dying like a free man.
Please stop deliberating and start acting. I am counting on you.
Warm regards,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO CHINESE DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS

Chen Zhu

Huang Jie-fu

15 November 2012

Han Qi-de
Esteemed doctors and scientists
of the Chinese Medical Journal,

Wu Jie-ping
ZHAORI Ge-tu, Chief Editor
zhaorig@126.com
Deputy Chief Editors:
HOU Fan-fan (Guangdong)
ffhouguangzhou@163.com, yiqiang.cai@yale.edu
HUANG Xiao-jun (Beijing)
xjhrm@medmail.com.cn
Lin Jaung-geng (Taiwan)
jglin@mail.cmu.edu.tw
QIAN Jia-ming (Beijing)
qjiaming57@gmail.com
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SHEN Wei-feng (Shanghai)
rjshenweifeng@yahoo.com.cn
WANG Mou-yue (Beijing)
cmawmy@cma.org.cn
WANG Chen (Beijing)
ZHAO Ji-zong (Beijing)
cmj@cma.org.cn
ZHAO Yu-pei (Beijing)
Zhao8028@263.net
Advisory Board:
WU Jie-ping (Beijing), Wu Jieping Medical Foundation
jijin@wjpf.org,
HUANG Jie-fu (Beijing), Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Health, Alternate Member of the 16th
CPC Central Committee
heqinghua@163.net, service@newhealth.com.cn
WANG Zheng-Guo (Chongqing)
hlhl@public.sti.ac.cn, dpyy@mail.dph-fsi.com
HAN Qi-de (Beijing), Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress of China
hanqd@tree.bjmu.edu.cn
ZHONG Nan-shan (Guangdong)
Nanshan@vip.163.com, yefeng@gird.cn
ZHU Xue-guang (Beijing)
cmj@cma.org.cn
CHEN Zhu (Beijing), Minister of Health
cmj@cma.org.cn
GAO Run-lin (Beijing)
gaorunlin@263.net
CHEN Ke-ji (Beijing)
chen.keji@gmail.com
WANG Long-de (Beijing)
cmj@cma.org.cn
LU Sheng-dong (Beijing)
cmj@cma.org.cn
LIU Tong-hua (Beijing)
liuth_pumch@yahoo.com.cn

The People’s Protection Force was established to safeguard the rule of law and protect
individuals from state abuse and organized violence.
The enclosed document is of vital importance to you personally, to your families and to all
Chinese as it exposes the methods and means of a global depopulation agenda that has turned the
basic elements of life into weapons of mass destruction in order to lower the fertility rate of
every country on earth and increase the morbidity and mortality of targeted countries so as to
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achieve necessary demographic objectives and prevent wars of necessity fought over scarce or
dwindling resources.
Should you encounter difficulties opening the enclosed file you can download it online from the
following sources:
http://www.slideshare.net/KevinGalalae/water-salt-milk-killing-our-unborn-children
http://shiftfrequency.com/ppfep.pdf
http://politicsneedtochange.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/wsm.pdf
http://projectavalon.net/Water_Salt_Milk_-_Killing_our_unborn_children.pdf
http://www.thesleuthjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Water_Salt_Milk__Killing_our_unborn_children.pdf
Until recently, China has pursued population control in the most responsible and equitable
manner by legislating the one-child policy, which has been in effect since 1978 and has
successfully prevented the birth of an additional 400.000 Chinese. In contrast, the West, and
starting in the late sixties nearly every country on earth, has pursued population control covertly
by chemically sterilizing their own people through low-intensity, sub-lethal poisoning by
fluoride added to water, salt or milk. Countries that did not willingly adopt the chemical
methods of sterilization advocated by the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet
Union – which are the nations that have initiated the mass sterilization of the world and have
transformed the United Nations and its agencies into a eugenic organization – have been infected
with man-made viruses in order to curb their population growth by increasing morbidity and
mortality.
The covert population control agenda of the past century has been upgraded in the 21st century to
a full-fledged depopulation agenda and a series of new chemical, biological and bacteriological
weapons have been added to the existing arsenal, GMOs being the most significant addition.
In early November, the government of China has started sending signals through the China
Development Research Foundation, an offshoot of the Development Research Center of the State
Council, that it intends to phase out the one-child policy, naming various economic
considerations as reasons for this policy change. But a policy change it is not. What elite
western-trained and United Nations corrupted high-ranking Chinese officials have decided is to
replace the legislative means of population control that have served China well for over forty
years with the covert method of chemically sterilizing the populace with fluoride. They have
chosen milk as the delivery agent and are targeting China’s children at an early age through a
nation-wide school milk program conceived by the World Health Organization and using British
technology owned by the Borrow Foundation.
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Western experience foretells that China’s children will incur severe and highly detrimental side
effects due to the chemical poisoning they are being subjected to from an early age. Their
genetic and intellectual endowments will be irreversibly downgraded and they will suffer highly
debilitating endocrine disturbances that result in chronic illness, low quality of life and shorter
life spans. Severe allergies, obesity, diabetes and mental disorders will become commonplace.
Like the people of the West they will become walking zombies whose groins and minds are
under full government control and who will be neither free nor healthy. A quarter of the girls
will be sterile, as in the West, and all boys will have low sperm counts and poor sperm quality
that will render them incapable of successful reproduction. Nearly 15% of your children will
grow into adults whose sexual orientation is confused and China’s population of gay, lesbian and
transgender individuals will explode and will shut out of the procreation cycle millions of genetic
lines that have survived eons of natural selection but will not survive the disgraceful and
dishonest chemical annihilation devised by the so-called free world.
Having lived in China, I know that the air has become difficult to breath and the soils are laden
with heavy metals, but this is not the way to solve your country’s overpopulation and
environmental problems. By adopting the West’s covert methods of chemical sterilization you
will not only destroy your own children you will also destroy your nation’s potential. Those of
us in the West who have been spared from chemical poisoning because we had the good fortune
of growing up in countries or areas that did not fluoridate the water, salt or milk during our
developmental stages of life find ourselves surrounded by large swaths of retarded or nearly
retarded citizens and by a majority of the population who suffer from physical and psychological
disorders caused by chronic fluoride poisoning. You do not want to be in our shoes two
generations from now. The devastation is as palpable for those of us who are untainted by the
chemical poisoning of World War III – for that is the only adequate way to describe the carnage
– as it was for those who were not wounded during the battles of the two great world wars. We
walk through the valley of death and we walk alone because we know that despite our best
efforts we can no longer save our fellow citizens from certain extinction.
China must stay the course set by the one-child policy until the population goes down to at most
half a billion. China cannot abandon a sane and fair policy for an insane and unfair policy just
because it is easier to get away with because people are being fooled into a false reality. This
false reality has cost us in the West everything we hold dear: the rule of law, democracy,
freedom, our rights and liberties, our health and even, and especially, our moral integrity and
values. The West, with the U.S. and the U.K. at the helm, has tried to control evil and ended up
being controlled by it. This has given new meaning to the saying ‘the road to hell is paved with
good intentions’. Our world is now evil because we have behaved in evil ways. Our world and
our civilization will perish because evil is at its core, having spread through lies, secrecy,
hypocrisy and deception like a cancerous tumor. As a result, 80% of us do not believe a single
word our media prints and 90% have only deep disdain for our leaders. China has nothing to
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learn from the West and should not foolishly copy our mistakes. The world needs China to stay
infection-free.
It is your responsibility as doctors to ensure that China stays infection-free by talking sense into
the Chinese leadership and informing your fellow citizens about what is in store for them if they
take the Western “medicine” or even lick the poisoned apple. No nation has ever become great
by following another. And no leadership has ever been respected for murdering its own citizens
and violating their trust.
Your research has armed us in the West with the information we needed to fight against our
governments and protect our children and genetic lines. Our scientific community is on its knees
and the medical profession has violated the Hippocratic Oath and abandoned us to the eugenic
agenda.
I hope that you will provide the moral guidance your country needs and that in so doing China
will rescue the rest of us from our murderous governments. The 21st century will then truly and
rightfully belong to China, as it will have earned the right to pre-eminence by its pre-eminence
and not by stealth or force or treachery.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
Leader of The People’s Protection Force
P.S. This letter will be posted online to serve as a record that you were given the opportunity to
help.
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LETTER TO DAVID ROCKEFELLER
29 November 2012
David Rockefeller, Sr.
drockefeller@rockfound.org, communications@rbf.com, info@rockfound.org

Dear Mr. Rockefeller,
You are undoubtedly aware that I am the author of “Water, Salt, Milk: Killing Our Unborn
Children”, a book in which I have fully exposed the eugenic depopulation policy, its origin,
methods and objectives, and that I have founded The People’s Protection Force to protect
humankind from certain extinction; a fate to which you, who have been a driving force of the
eugenic lobby, and your elite colleagues, have condemned the vast majority of the world’s
people.
I am addressing you in an open letter to prevent speculation that a secret alliance has been forged
between the depopulation lobby, which you represent, and the People’s Protection Force, which I
represent.

The purpose of my letter is to ask you to open your heart and the secret archives of the
Rockefeller Library so that I can assess your thoughts and study the documents on the
depopulation policy and write a fair and illuminating history to educate the public about the
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world’s greatest problem, overpopulation, and how our leaders have addressed it since the end of
World War II.
By agreeing to do so you will give the world the opportunity to fully understand the illusion in
which they are living and to arm the common man, who has been treated with absolute disdain,
with the knowledge necessary to develop a global consciousness so that every person on the
planet can be lifted out of ignorance and can contribute to solving humanity’s problems, at which
point in time truth and justice can once again be the driving forces of our humanity and the
building blocks of our civilization.
By agreeing to do so you will also ensure that we, who have been excluded from the decision
making process despite purportedly living in democracies, can place in proper perspective the
decisions our leaders have made and that to date, from our ignorance, appear to us to be the work
of insane individuals who are devoid of even a modicum of human decency. Being an
incorrigible optimist I refuse to believe that this is the case, but the world and I need the certainty
of proof and you are the best man to furnish that.
Soon The People’s Protection Force will replace the United Nations as the world’s leading global
organization. Unlike the UN, which has split the world in two – insiders and outsiders, the latter
poisoned by intent so as to drive them to extinction and the former sheltered so as to inherit the
world – The People’s Protection Force will deal with the overpopulation imperative in a fair and
just manner, without pointing chemical and biological weapons on innocent civilians, giving
every human being on earth the opportunity to participate willingly and with full knowledge of
the ultimate objective.
You are an old man fast approaching the end of your life and it would be in your best interest if
your last act contributes to a change of course and to renewed hope for humankind. I therefore
ask that you allow me to be by your side during your remaining days so that you can confess to
me, and by extension to the world, your deepest secrets, which undoubtedly weigh heavily upon
you. You will find my company most pleasant, as I am an affable person not without culture and
with an uncommon understanding of the geopolitical issues that have preoccupied the better part
of your life. This would also give you the opportunity to rectify the damage that the
governments of Britain and Canada have done to me and my family in a failed attempt to silence
me and to prevent me from uncovering the root cause of the demise of democracy and freedom,
which is the depopulation policy and its primary agents.
If you have the magnanimity to reciprocate my magnanimity, we will have taken the first step
towards healing the wounds inflicted on the world by what can only be described as history’s
most odious act.
Sincerely,

Kevin Mugur Galalae
Leader of The People’s Protection Force
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LETTER TO THE MEDIA

Rupert Murdoch

…………………….Sumner Redstone

Bob Iger

Jeffrey Lawrence Bewkes
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28 November 2012

Esteemed members of the media,
This is an emergency appeal issued by The People’s Protection Force, which was established to
protect people from governments and the eugenic depopulation policy conceived by their
controlling elites and delegated in secret from the United Nations and its agencies.
The enclosed book – “Water, Salt, Milk: Killing Our Unborn Children” – provides you with
substantiated evidence that governments throughout the world are subjecting their citizens to
covert low-intensity, sub-lethal chemical poisoning for the purpose of controlling population
growth by depressing fertility. The evidence is multidisciplinary, mutually reinforcing and
unassailable. The book leaves no room for doubt. The depopulation policy is as real as the air
we breathe and pivotal to the New World Order.
This is in clear violation of the Genocide Convention, of the most basic moral norms, and of the
laws and constitutions of every country on earth. Furthermore, countries in Africa and select
countries throughout the developing world have been deliberately infected with mad-made
viruses to increase morbidity and mortality for refusing to collaborate with the eugenic lobby in
lowering the total fertility rates of their nations so as to address overpopulation from the front
end of life.
The cost of the global depopulation policy which has been ongoing for more than sixty years is
conservatively tallied as follows: it has prevented the birth of at least one billion children, has
rendered infertile one out of every five women in the developed world, has terminated some
300,000 million genetic lines, has undermined the reproductive systems of 850,000 million
living males, has confused the sexual orientation of 15% of the population, has downgraded the
genetic and intellectual endowments of entire nations, and has sickened countless millions by
attacking the endocrine system which regulates mood, growth and development, tissue function,
metabolism, sexual function and reproductive processes at the cellular level. The price paid in
lost lives for infecting the world with man-made viruses has yet to be determined but runs in the
hundreds of millions.
Unless stopped, this policy will terminate the genetic lines of all human beings on earth except
those of the elites who drive it, especially now that genetically modified organisms have been
added to their insidious arsenal as the newest weapon of mass destruction. This crime is being
perpetrated by the very people and institutions we have entrusted with protecting our lives, our
rights and our health. As such, it is history’s greatest crime and most abject betrayal and
represents a complete collapse of the rule of law and of human decency.
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As members of the media and as human beings it is your professional and civic duty to inform
the public of the lethal danger it is under. The enclosed “Global Media Directory” is intended to
facilitate communication between the world’s media entities and between you and The People’s
Protection Force and to assure you that you are not alone but are in fact part of a global
resistance movement that will change the world fundamentally and can no longer be stopped by
force, intimidation or by any other means.
Those of you who refuse to make the depopulation policy front-page news and who will not
maintain a sustained campaign to inform your fellow nationals will in the near future face
charges of complicity in crimes against humanity and genocide and will be dealt with
accordingly, to the full extent of the law and with extreme prejudice. Those of you who show
courage and decency will forever be in our debt and will be generously rewarded and elevated to
the status of global heroes.
This is the time to choose whether your loyalty rests with your own people or with the criminal
elites; with the 99% or with the 1%. You will not be given a second chance.
We are not asking you to live up to your profession’s highest ideals but merely to its stated
standards.
We are not asking you to do us a favour but to save your own children and
communities. And we are not asking you to sacrifice your lives but to follow your consciences.
The chemical and biological weapons directed at us are systemic and the damage they inflict on
us has become endemic which means that we cannot protect ourselves in isolation but only by a
concerted effort that will force those who have decided we are expandable to submit to our will,
to reinstate the rule of law and to reclaim the humanity they lost while exercising power.
If you withhold from the public the information you have been entrusted with you will be as
guilty of crimes against humanity and genocide as those who have initiated the depopulation
policy sixty years ago and just as complicit as those who have perpetrated these high crimes on
the innocent and unsuspecting in the name of harsh geopolitical and demographic realities. And
you will have done so for the lesser reasons of self-interest and egotism.
No one will be able to harm you for telling the truth if you do so in concord and speak loud and
clear and without fear. And in the unlikely event that you will suffer retaliation, The People’s
Protection Force will punish those who dared suppress the truth by force or intimidation in ways
and means that will make them regret they were ever born, be the offenders governments or
individuals.
The eugenicists are already on the retreat and have been in hiding for the past sixty years
operating from the shadows and under the cover of darkness, knowing full well that they are an
offense to God and to everything human. It is now time to put them out of commission and to
reclaim our lives and bodies as well as our dignity and freedom. It is time also to take full
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responsibility for our collective and individual actions and not offload these to the blunt
instruments of national and international authorities. It is time to live and act as global citizens.
And it is time to shed outdated beliefs and false loyalties.
Do your duty as men, as husbands and as fathers; as women, as wives and as mothers! Do your
duty as citizens and as human beings! Do your duty as guardians of truth!
We have truth, justice and decency on our side and these are invincible forces.
More importantly, no one is happy with the depopulation policy and especially those who drive it
and who bear its burdens want it to come to an end. Let us free them from the prison they have
created for themselves and for us. Let us shatter the matrix of control that holds us all back and
has delivered us into the hands of evil. Let us raise civilization to a new level of being so we can
all move forward and leave no one behind.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
Leader of The People’s Protection Force
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LETTER TO LIEUTENANT GENERAL PATRICIA D. HOROHO

24 October 2012

Lieutenant General Patricia D. Horoho
U.S. Army Medical Command (MEDCOM)
MedcomReceipts@emedcom.net, Cobra@emedcom.net
Sales@emedcom.net

Lieutenant General Horoho,
Three weeks ago, you received substantiated evidence from me that fluoridation is a chemical
sterilization measure employed by the US and other governments for decades to control
population growth and achieve desired demographic outcomes at great cost in terms of human
lives and health.
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The population control policy, carried out by fluoridation and other lesser methods, is the flipside
of nuclear deterrence and the reason d’être of the United Nations and its agencies. It is also the
highest political and geopolitical prerogative and as such defines the international world order.
This was agreed upon by the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom at the end
of World War II and the rationale for it is simple and logical. Why stand idly by while
population growth gets out of control and leads to wars of necessity between nations due to
resource scarcity when one can proactively prevent the birth of millions within nations by
tampering with human fertility and thus reach a stable population by ensuring replacement level
total fertility rates in every country, that is to say no more than two children per couple? Once
every country has a stable population it can live within its means and peace can be maintained in
perpetuity. This rationale for peace was reinforced by the threat of assured mutual destruction if
war between nuclear armed powers were to break out.
The rationale for controlling population growth by any means necessary was reinforced further
by the realization that we are running out of vital natural resources, like oil and water, and that
our numbers have become too great for the Earth to support and, as a result, we are destroying
the natural balance that makes life on earth possible. The environmental prerogative has
supplanted nuclear deterrence as the primary factor for controlling population growth. The
environmental prerogative also dictates that it is no longer sufficient to merely reach and sustain
a stable population number, which at 7 billion, and growing, is already far beyond the Earth’s
regenerative ability. The population control policy therefore has been upgraded to a rapid
depopulation policy and genetically modified organisms, bisphenol A, aerosol aluminum
spraying and man-made viruses have been added to fluoridation as weapons of mass destruction.
To stall and reverse population growth is now the sole reason for the existence of an international
world order and the primary task of national governments, international agencies, transnational
corporations and civil society. The values and norms, beliefs and mores, concepts and
ideologies, laws and covenants that have hitherto regulated our social, economic and political
conduct have been superseded by the need to reduce the global population to a sustainable
number and to do it before we run out of oil, which is the blood that keeps civilization alive and
thriving, and before we pass the environmental tipping point, at which point all life on Earth
becomes impossible.
Fluoridation being the only mass population control weapon known at the end of World War II it
was forced upon the Axis nations first because they lost the war and had to agree to any and all
terms of surrender. The US, the Soviet Union and the UK have worked closely to gradually
impose it on the entire world. The UK, using trickery and treachery, imposed it on the
Commonwealth nations. The US and the Soviet Union, in a tit for tat manner, imposed it on the
nations within their sphere of influence in the capitalist and communist blocs respectively. We
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do Holland, you do Hungary; we do Finland, you do Czechoslovakia; we do Denmark, you do
Bulgaria. By this method of equivalent retaliation the US and the Soviet Union gradually
ensured that the entire western world was subjected and continues to be subjected to the
sterilizing power of fluoride. The United Nations then took fluoridation to the rest of the world
while the US, UK and the Soviet Union gave it all the assistance it needed, be it legal, economic,
political, military or scientific. Scandinavian nations, driven by their delusions of racial
superiority, have offered their unmitigated material support and have been rewarded with key
administrative positions within the United Nations and its agencies.
The entire international world order built after the war with the intention of keeping the peace
has been corrupted from within by the population control policy. As a result, the New World
Order is a complete fraud.
Every proxy war the US and the Soviet Union have fought between 1950 and the Soviet Union’s
demise in 1991 was intended to maintain the appearance of conflict between them so as to keep
the cold war alive and use that fear to advance the ultra-secret population control agenda. Every
legal and regulatory international and supranational agency set up with the intent to forge deeper
cooperation and understanding between nations has been constrained and debased by the higher
prerogative of keeping the population control policy secret and giving it increasingly more room
to ensure its global application. As a result, complete lawlessness has replaced the rule of law
and injustice is the modus operandi of every governmental and intergovernmental agency.
Unbeknown to the world and contrary to the illusion of conflict, the Axis triad of the US, the
Soviet Union and the UK have collaborated closely and intimately through their intelligence
agencies and the United Nations to deceive the world and their own people so as to carry out a
secret and immoral preemptive genocide. The US and the Soviet Union have used each other as
a threat to keep the cold war alive and with it the fear needed to justify waging a silent and secret
war on their own people and on the world so as to avoid the greater evil of all out nuclear war
between each other, and the even greater threat of a global population growing exponentially out
of control had they not interfered with human fertility.
The last remaining center of resistance is the Islamic world, whose population cherishes large
families, controls the world’s oil, condemns lending at interest, and chooses tribal over national
interests. These characteristics make the Islamic world incompatible with the New World Order
and the decision was made to break its back by isolating Muslims from the rest of the global
population through a campaign that arouses the prejudices of non-Muslims and promotes a state
of fear by artificially creating terrorist organizations where none exist and blaming them on
Islamic fundamentalism, a notion wholly fabricated by the global elite to divide and conquer.
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This process has started with the staged false flag event on 9/11, was followed by the invasion of
Iraq and Afghanistan, was advanced by fomenting civil unrest throughout the Middle East, and
will culminate with a war with Iran. This process, unbeknown to the world, is a cooperative
effort between the political and military establishments of every country on earth, Iran included.
Its intended goal is to foment instability, hardship and social conflict so as to facilitate the
implementation of increasingly draconian and unconstitutional measures that will lead to global
martial law, which will then provide the cover necessary to fully engage the depopulation policy.
The assertion that Iran’s leadership is fully onboard the New World Order and its pivotal
depopulation agenda will raise suspicious eyebrows, but it is rather easy to prove Iran’s
collaboration. To be accepted in the nuclear club Iran was asked to implement drastic population
control measures at home so as to prove to the world that it has the discipline to ensure that its
nuclear arsenal will not be used to solve its internal problems through wars of aggression. Iran
did as told and began the world’s most intensive fluoridation campaign in 1990 bringing the total
fertility from 6 to 2 children per woman in just a decade, a demographic feat without precedent
in human history and with more collateral victims then anyone can count. Yet despite this
butchery, the world has remained silent and not a single newspaper in the so-called free world
and elsewhere has uttered a single word about Iran’s population control measures. Even Israel
has maintained complete secrecy and thus given Iran’s leaders the leeway they need to wage
chemical war on their own people.
This means that the saber rattling between Israel and Iran is just a smokescreen and an act of
deception. Were Iran truly Israel’s mortal enemy, as we are led to believe through the media, all
Israel would need to do to ensure regime change in Iran is tell the Iranian people that
Ahmadinejad and Ayatollah Khamenei are poisoning them with fluoride. The people will revolt
and in no time Ahmadinejad’s and Khamenei’s heads would be rolling in the gutter and that will
be the end of the Islamic Republic of Iran. But that would not serve the international world
order, which needs to manufacture enemies in order to fuel a level of fear and racism necessary
to keep the people of the world divided and easily controlled in order to advance their
depopulation agenda. Clearly, Iran is a full-fledged member of the international world order and
is about to prove its weight in gold by playing a crucial role in manufacturing what is to become
the greatest armed conflict since World War II. Were that not the case, Iran could have easily
destabilized Israel by informing the Israeli and Palestinian people that Israel is poisoning them
with fluoride in order to fulfill demographic objectives set by the international community.
Instead, Iran’s leaders chose mass murdering their own people over destroying its purported
enemy, Israel. And once they made that choice, Iran’s leaders embarked upon a course with no
return, namely full collaboration with the global elite in the depopulation agenda; an agenda that
intends to rid the world of 6.5 billion people by turning the basic elements of life into weapons of
mass destruction.
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This, in a nutshell, is the true post-war history, current state and future course of the world.
While I wholeheartedly agree with the depopulation goal, as any rational human being must, I
adamantly oppose the methods chosen to reach it.
This brings me to you, Lieutenant General Horoho. You have been entrusted with ensuring the
health of the American armed forces but have yet to condemn the fluoridation of America’s
military bases.
The United States and Canada – and, I suspect, all other NATO members – fluoridate the water
of their military bases on a compulsory basis, fluoride being a well-known obedience drug. The
political class does this to chemically control the military and to prevent rank and file soldiers
and officers from coming to the determination that their commitment to the country is being used
and abused by the high leadership for the exact opposite, namely the annihilation and not the
protection of the populace. The political class and their allies in the global elite know and fear
that should the military come to this conclusion their weapons will be turned against them and
their entire world order will collapse like a house of cards.

You may or may not have been aware of the geopolitical role of fluoridation within the
depopulation agenda. You are however and always have been fully cognizant of the poisonous
effect of fluoride and of the terrible impact it has on the soldiers whose health you have sworn to
protect. But instead of using the opportunity and evidence I have provided you with to condemn
and shut down the water fluoridation of America’s military bases you have done the opposite and
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removed from MEDCOM’s website the paragraph you had posted in which you asked that the
water fluoridation policy of America’s military bases be reconsidered. In so doing you have
shown your true colors and have demonstrated to the world that your career and your position
within the global elite are more important to you than the health of America’s soldiers or your
conscience.
I am making this letter part of the public record by posting it on the Internet to serve as evidence
against you when the time comes to answer for your actions and your collusion in genocide in
front of a People’s Protection Court.
The day of reckoning is coming and you should not comfort yourself with the false notion that
the elites will prevail and that you belong to the winning camp. Justice always prevails in the
long run and those who now collaborate in genocide are an affront to justice and will pay the
ultimate price.
There is still time to change course and to make amends for your trespasses. For your sake, I
hope you will use this time wisely.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO THE HOLY FATHER, POPE FRANCIS II

16 June 2013

Holy Father,
Nearly a decade ago, God graced me with an epiphany in the Palau Islands where he filled me
the strength of Lovelight, knowing that I would soon need it. Shortly after, at Iguazu Falls,
He gave me a mission; to be the drop of water that changes the course of the river. He made
me understand that I am the drop and humanity the river. I do not know why He chose me;
only that He did. Perhaps He saw in me a purity of heart that is uncommon and a strength of
character that is unyielding; qualities He knew that I would need.
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It was not clear to me how I was to change the course of history until last year when I exposed
the global depopulation policy and its insidious methods. The Church is the first I appealed to
and although the Vatican’s doors have remained closed to me, I was encouraged to see how
swiftly it reacted. By changing leadership the cardinals have saved the Church. But what
about the people, for without them there is no Church.
The actions of the United Nations and the international community over the past six decades
have demonstrated that pure reason is as destructive as blind faith. Inside of every man
reason must be guided by love and love by reason if we are to live in the image of God and
restore harmony between men and between humanity and nature.
Our leaders have failed us and the Church bears part of the responsibility for it has tacitly
allowed secular powers to turn the basic elements of life into weapons of mass destruction
that were then used and continue to be used on the innocent and the defenceless to achieve
necessary demographic objectives. This is an affront to God and in violation of the values
and norms that make us human and humane.
God could not stand idly by and witness our self-destruction and the debasement of His
creation. He activated me and I come to you as His messenger. The people must know the
truth and we must help them forgive those who have erred and teach them how to assume
responsibility for the future, thus how to live in the image of God by embodying His virtues in
their daily lives. How to achieve this is spelled out in my Diagramma della Verità, included
in this letter. If we fail in our task, Fatima’s third vision will become a reality. If we succeed,
and we will, humankind will ascend to a higher level of consciousness and a new axial age
will propel us into a brighter future; a future in which the mind is not at war with the heart.
To stop me from telling the truth and from saving our children and our dignity, the authorities
keep me imprisoned and under relentless pressure to acquiesce. With humility I turn to you
and the Church not in the hour of my need but of humanity’s need. Help me protect the born
and the unborn before it is too late.
With gratitude,

Kevin Galalae
a son of man
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LETTER TO THE UN COMMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

14 May 2013
U.N. Commissioner for Human Rights
Ms. Navanethem Pillay

Esteemed Commissioner,
In 2012, I appealed to you as a dissident in exile and have also filed an application with the
U.N. Human Rights Council to seek justice and redress for crimes committed by Canada
against me and my children in retaliation for exposing a covert programme of surveillance
and censorship in British universities.
I am now reiterating my appeal from jail, where I have been languishing for over six months,
in the hope that this time you will do more than just assign Ms. Schwarze of SOS Rassismus
Deutsch-Schweiz to discreetly work on my behalf without offending the governments of
Canada and the U.K.
The need to write to you arises from new evidence that I herewith submit and that explains
both my continuing oppression and the continuing reluctance of civil society and the
international NGO community to speak up.
You may or may not be aware that in September 2012 I published “Water, Salt, Milk: Killing
Our Unborn Children” and that two months later I released a “Global Media Directory”
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urging the press and broadcasting agencies of the world’s 193 countries to inform citizens that
their governments are subjecting them to fertility-depressing agents delivered through the
basic elements of life for the purpose of achieving demographic objectives dictated by the
United Nations and its agencies as part of its efforts to stabilize the population explosion and
save the world from environmental catastrophe and conflict over diminishing resources.
At no time did I question the categorical imperative of effectively addressing overpopulation,
or the urgency with which it needs to be approached. What I vehemently oppose is the
chemical and biological means chosen to do so and the devastating impact these immoral and
unlawful means have on the genetic and intellectual endowment of mankind. To stop this
silent genocide I have then launched a barrage of open letters to the world’s religious leaders
to enlist their help for the protection of my fellow man and to create the space we need to
force our governments and the United Nations to change course and legislate population
control. After a short stop in Washington D.C., where the doors of the Vatican’s Nunciature
were shut in my face, I then returned to Canada, from where I had escaped ten months earlier.
On December 10, 2012, as expected, I was taken into custody at the border and with the first
opportunity I explained to the Canadian authorities that I returned home to give Canada a
chance to rectify the injustices it has committed against me and to give me the opportunity to
work discreetly towards changing the depopulation policy from covert poisoning methods to
overt legislative methods. The government of Canada has responded to my good faith offer
by saddling me with new criminal charges that are as baseless and malicious as the first set
from 2011. It has then proceeded to violate even the most basic tenets of jurisprudence along
with due process and the letter as well as the spirit of the law in order to keep me behind bars.
On the first day of imprisonment, I declared a hunger strike and did not eat for 75 days, losing
55 pounds or 27% of my initial body weight and pushing myself to the very limit of my
endurance and to near death in the hope that the authorities will listen to reason and cease
cooperating in crimes against humanity. But the government of Canada is not willing to listen
to reason and stop poisoning its populace to infertility and chronic illness. It is instead set to
proceed with the eugenic agenda and believes that by keeping me in prison indefinitely they
and the international elites will be able to stiffle the truth and avoid having to account for their
actions.
That is a fool’s dream. The truth is out and nothing can stop it from spreading. Even within
the confines of the prison I am held in, the Quinte Detention Centre, the truth continues to
spread. Quinte’s dorm 4 has become a university on depopulation. No one leaves it without
being educated about the genocidal methods by which our elected governments and once
respected international agencies are violating our very right to life, which necessitates the
wholesale subversion of our inalienable rights and liberties.
Nevertheless, I held back on publishing a history of the depopulation policy that I wrote here
in prison and that is in the hands of several online publications, waiting for me to give them
permission to publish it.
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I have held back so far to avoid causing mass unrest, because I believe it will be in no one’s
interest if unrestrained anger is the means by which the global populace will react to news that
they and their children are treated like vermin by the very people they have elected and the
very institutions they have entrusted with the protection of their health, rights and liberties.
I urge you to do your duty and publicly denounce the depopulation policy and help bring to
justice those who drive it without concern for the wellbeing of the vast majority and in total
disregard of the values and norms that make us human and humane. I urge you to stand by
me and aid humanists prevail over eugenicists so we can save both the world and the
humanity of humankind or else we will all face certain and global revolt. I urge you to
remind the global elite that they have embarked upon a noble and necessary path, but that they
will never reach their intended destination by condemning the world’s people to sterility and
damning their lineages to extinction.

We cannot preserve life and the planet without protecting the dignity of man, the integrity of
his mind and body, and the principle of equality between men. Just as the sun shines for us all
so must the rules that govern us be the result of informed and universal consent.
We, the people of the world, have not given either the U.N. or our governments the consent to
poison us so as to save a select and self-chosen fraction of mankind. The future belongs to us
all and so does the responsibility to make the sacrifices needed to halt and reverse population
growth. What we lack is the opportunity and the trust and respect of our national and
international leaders.
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Remind those in positions of power not to act like the Pharisees of bygone days and crucify
me for their sins. I am not the son of God, I am only a son of God, but I love justice, the earth
and my fellow man just the same and nothing will stop me from defending them.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO PRIME MINISTER HARPER

20 June 2013

Honourable Prime Minister Harper,
For the past three years, the organs of state, acting under your executive authority, have violated
every Charter right to prevent me from first defending freedom of speech and thought in
academia and, more recently, from protecting the global populace from the genocidal methods of
population control devised by the Allies and employed by the U.N. since the end of World War
II.
You have succeeded in destroying my life and my family but not in discrediting my public image
and credibility through underhanded attacks on my mental health, which is the dishonourable
method of choice for the security apparatus when faced with legitimate dissent in a democratic
society. If anything, my stature on the international arena has grown by leaps and bounds and I
now occupy the pinnacle of human rights activism.
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The fact that a man of my standing languishes in prison under false charges designed to mask
political intent and deprived of due process to ensure my indefinite detention, speaks volumes
about the state of Canada’s decay as a nation of the rule of law.
Yet despite my personal situation and suffering, I have sympathy for your predicament once I
account for the national and international security prerogatives that underlie your actions in
respect to my mistreatment.
You have inherited the commitment to the depopulation policy from your predecessors and,
Canada being a founding member of the U.N. and signatory to its covenants of international
cooperation and harmonization, you are undoubtedly constrained by unbreakable contractual
obligations to assist the U.N. in achieving its long-term demographic objectives, without which
the world’s economic, social, environmental and humanitarian problems will remain unsolved
and will eventually make it impossible to maintain international peace and security. But while
previous prime ministers were shielded by plausible deniability via deception and dissimulation
to allow the depopulation policy to go undetected, and could invoke immunity from prosecution
by virtue of the derogation of powers and therefore of responsibility from national to
international bodies, you no longer have that escape mechanism, as I have presented
unassailable, multi-disciplinary and mutually reinforcing scientific evidence in my book “Water,
Salt, Milk: Killing Our Unborn Children” in regards to the true objectives and dire effects of the
chemical and biological methods used to undermine human fertility, as well as the psychosocial
and economic methods used to undermine the family; methods that fall squarely within the
definition of the genocide convention and that in any court of law will qualify as crimes against
humanity.
Unless properly primed and thoroughly educated, few if any people will understand that our
leaders have chosen the lesser evil for the greater good when the devastating effects on our
health and on our children’s very existence are as diabolical and unforgiveable as the latest
scientific evidence shows.
But while leaders in the 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s could justify their actions by pointing out the
systemic obstacles that stood in the way of legislating population control – namely the lack of
birth control devices, the ignorance of the masses as to the unfolding population explosion,
the unelectability of politicians advocating family planning, and the intractability of the
church in respect to abortion and artificial birth control – leaders in the 90s and until today do
not have recourse to these justifications. Yes, new obstabcles have arisen but they are not
impossible to overcome in light of the fact that the prospect of environmental collapse is
imminent and universally recognized by the common man, who will also understand, once
presented with the facts, that unless the global population is stabilized and then gradually
reduced it will be impossible to save the earth and ensure the continuation of human
civilization. We therefore have a solid reason, in addition to the necessary international
institutional framework and the mass media tools to inform and empower the populace, to
accept and abide by population control legislation.
Once I understood this, I returned to Canada with an olive branch from the security of foreign
exile in the U.S. and with a good faith offer to be allowed to work discreetly on converting the
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depopulation policy from covert poisoning to overt legislation. Sadly my offer has been
ignored and those who drive the policy continue to deceive themselves with the notion that by
keeping me behind bars the truth can be stiffled. This is a fool’s wish, for I have ensured that
the truth is disseminated digitally, from nation to nation, as well as physically, from person to
person. The truth is spreading exponentially through the populace with or without me and
once it reaches a sufficient number of people the tide will turn and the magnitude of the
crimes committed on the innocent and unsuspecting in the name of security will jar nations
beyond anything ever experienced in history. If my premonitions are correct, unless world
leaders come forward and prepare for a soft landing, the result will be more explosive and
catastrophic than anyone might dare to guess and the political and administrative
establishments of every nation on earth will have to face the wrath of the people in its rawest
form. God forbid it should come to this for the world will succumb to chaos and mayhem.
That is why I urge you as father to father, as man to man, and as human being to human being
to take the necessary steps to ensure that this outcome is prevented. To avoid such a tragic
and dangerous outcome I have offered an elegant solution that will enable a change of course
without destabilizing global peace and security. It will in fact strengthen them while also
freeing the leadership from the prison it has created for itself by protecting lies with lies.
The time has come to tell the truth. In the absence of truth your government is illegitimate for
it lacks the consent of the people. The Canadian people have never given you or the U.N. the
consent to turn the basic elements of life into weapons of mass destruction that have been
turned on us to poison our reproductive systems and to undermine our families and will never
give their consent to such diabolical methods. Government was established to uphold the rule
of law not subvert it. Legality is the basis for legitimacy and the depopulation policy is
clearly outside the law. Furthermore, your most solemn duty as prime minister is to protect
our lives and ensure our security. Your government’s actions in respect to the depopulation
policy amount to the exact opposite, hence the veil of secrecy, and certainly do not constitute
responsible government. Authority that is not considerate of the fundamental rights of
citizens ceases to be legitimate. The means of control the government adopts must reflect the
attitudes and principles of those they govern. Once again, this is clearly not the case.
If you lack the freedom, the courage or the integrity to tell Canadians the truth and halt any
and all covert depopulation measures, then step out of my way and let me do what needs to be
done to return the world to sanity. For I am not afraid to stand in front of the world and show
the way forward even though I know that I will face the dark forces of ignorance, prejudice
and fanaticism. I am prepared to die for hmankind.
As the agent of the policy’s unmasking, I have earned the trust and respect of the people. As
interpreter of our leaders’ motives and analyst of the policy’s causes and consequences, I have
shown fairness, objectivity, and more than just shallow understanding. And as a thinker and a
man of action, I have demonstrated that I lack neither the intellect nor the courage to take the
leap of faith and break the ice of apathy and inertia demanded of true leadership. I have
earned the right to lead the international community into a new era of peace and prosperity.
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I cannot help but feel that during your recent trip to the U.K. you have conferred with Her
Majesty’s Government and sought royal assent for what I can only hope is a break from the
depopulation policy and my release from jail.
The longer I am held behind bars, the greater the likelihood that those who come after me, and
will seek to defend their children as I have done, will have no reason to trust that the
government is capable of enlightened benevolence and will, as a result, not show the kind of
restraint and understanding I have. And this does not bode well for either national or
international security.
If the Canadian government and by extension the international community are to preserve
their dignity and credibility and ensure their security, now is the time to tell the world the
truth and change course. My plan for accomplishing this is outlined in the book I wrote while
on a a 75-day hunger strike in the Quinte Detention Centre where to this day I am being held.
The book is entitled “Killing Us Softly: Causes and Consequences of the Global Depopulation
Policy”. You can ontain a copy of the content pages from Superintendent Gillis, in case you
do not already posses one, as it is too voluminous to send in this envelope.

Since my case is outside the jurisdiction of the courts and I am held under false charges and
false pretenses, I hope that you will release me by prime ministerial decree and allow me to
fulfill my destiny. On this count I want you to know that the circumstances which led to my
current position are nothing short of extraordinary and I have described them only to a select
few, Pope Francis II being one of them. In 2004, while travelling around the world, I
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experienced two epiphanies which gave methe strength and the direction to battle with the
world. Despite my avowed agnosticism, it appears that God has chosen me to change the
course of history. If you should doubt my sacred credentials, as I myself do from time to
time, you will not be able to dismiss as easily my crisp logic, undaunted determination, and
the greater envelope of my compassion.
The most rational explanation I can muster for this unusual chain of events that has catapulted
me to the center of global attention is that God could not stand idly by and witness our selfdestruction. He empowered me to be His agent and I intend to carry out His will regardless of
what happens to me.
Evil is opportunistic and has taken advantage of our weaknesses and divisions; between
science and religion, between nations, social classes, races, religions and even between men
and women. The depopulation policy in its present form is an embodiment of all these
weaknesses and divisions which is why it is unsustainable. Its unethical, destructive and
divisive nature creates social and political rifts that are irreversible and damages the genetic
and intellectual endowments of humanity beyond repair. This is in violation of the norms and
values that make us human and humane. It is also and foremost an affront to God and Nature.
I hope that you will be guided in your decision making by reason and faith in equal measure
and that neither one will blind the other. It is an awesome burden that you and your
counterparts carry and I can help you unload it and place it where it properly belongs, on the
capable shoulders of humanity.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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LETTER TO THE PEOPLE

This was originally published as an article for The Oslo Times under the title “The Effects of
Overpopulation on Human Rights” for a series that I had called “In the Absence of Critics:
Introspections on Human Rights”. I am recasting it here as a letter to the people for its
explanatory value. In writing this article the last missing link to the long chain of events and
insights that led to my discovery of the Global Depopulation Policy fell into place. By the time I
had finished writing the last line it was as though the light had been turned on and for the first
time I could see the world for what it was. I hope it will have the same effect on the readers.

Many past civilizations grew beyond their food supply or resources and collapsed. The people of
Easter Island, the Mayas and the Mycenaean civilization provide compelling examples. The
modern world is also on the brink of self-destruction and this time it will be global unless we act
decisively at this eleventh hour.
The approaching collapse is foretold by the depletion of natural resources and violent
competition for them, environmental damage, global warming, conflict, poverty, desperation and
the impotence of God and science to rescue us from ourselves; all of which impinge in one way
or another on human rights and civil liberties. The ultimate cause for these dire effects or at the
very least for their unprecedented gravity is our overwhelming numbers. There are simply too
many of us, we are multiplying too fast and place too great a burden on the planet.
Overpopulation is exacerbating the scarcity of natural resources, placing impossible demands on
science and technology, causing environmental damage beyond the planet’s ability to regenerate,
making life hectic and stressful and overregulated, and igniting ethnic and cultural conflicts the
world over.
The prices of staple foods and basic commodities have nearly tripled in the last decade and are
increasingly out of reach for the three billion who earn less than $2 a day. That is how economic
rights have been washed away en masse by increasing poverty. The votes of citizens are losing
their value because the big decisions are not made in the national assemblies but in the
boardrooms of transnational corporations and international organizations where the people have
no representation and no say. That is how political rights have been diluted to mere shadows of
their former selves. The norms and values by which we live are losing their meaning because
they are based on dated loyalties, old knowledge and false comforts, which is why we blame
others for our shortcomings and sense of disorientation and impotence, taking out our anger and
frustrations on the people who are least like us and most vulnerable. That is how class and
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civilizational rifts have come to dominate our times and cloud our judgments and outlook with
dire effects on cultural and group rights.

The citizens of Dhaka, Bangladesh, line up for water.

And this happens not because there is a lack of will and compassion but because we are in a
catch 22 situation, the better we do the more we multiply and the longer we live, with disruptive
consequences for the social, economic and environmental balances on which our wellbeing
depends and to which we have become accustomed to. This forces us to think and work smarter
than ever before, to forge consensus and cooperate deeper and wider than ever before, and to
restructure and build a social, political, economic and environmental architecture that for the first
time in our history considers the entire planet and all of humankind. We live accelerated lives
that place unfathomable burdens on our ability to cope and adapt to these global demands. And
because we are still developing the global consciousness we need to cope with these demands,
we feel overwhelmed and inadequate.
Yet the logic is simple. More people, beyond the 7 billion we already have, require increased
economic and industrial activity at a time when 60% of us are already malnourished because we
have surpassed the planet’s ability to support us. The inevitable by-products of increased
economic and industrial activity are resource depletion and environmental pollution, at a time
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when both are at acute levels, which in turn lower quality of life and standards of living for
present and future generations and threaten the very survival of the species by further damaging
the planet’s life support systems.

The argument that there is enough for all of us if only we shared is no longer defendable. We are
7 billion strong and at current fertility rates we are adding a billion more every twelve years.
Half of us are living in abject poverty and there is nowhere to expand to without destabilizing the
last remaining healthy biotopes.
Those who want to do something about it are caught between two futilities: on the one hand,
trying to empower, motivate and educate the inert masses so they act of their own volition; and
on the other, trying to overcome the entrenched interests, conservative positions and rapacious
instincts of those who occupy positions of power and influence and who want to pursue global
solutions only so long as the burden falls on the majority while the benefits are theirs alone.
But is it really that simple or this oversimplification hides far more than meets the eye? Are the
masses inert because they do not care enough to know or because they do not know enough to
care? Are they disempowered because they have willingly given up their right to selfdetermination or because that right was systematically usurped? Are they unmotivated to act
because they are lazy and afraid or because their hands have been tied and their ability to act
curtailed? All these statements seem equally true.
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And what about the leadership? Are those in power willing to sacrifice the future of the planet
and the wellbeing of their fellow men and of their own children because they are too greedy and
power hungry or are they simply restricted by the limitations of their office and the demands of
society for immediate gratification? Are they too conservative and rapacious to act with
foresight or are they held back by local and national interests, to say nothing of religious beliefs
and social mores? Are they reluctant to use their power and influence for global, long-term
objectives because they falls outside their proper duties or are they prohibited by the democratic
promises they made to the voters or by the pressing responsibilities they have towards employees
and shareholders? Again, all of the above is true because our systems are outdated and imprison
us all.
Everyone agrees that overpopulation is the
primary global problem and that unless we
solve it everything else we do is futile. To
solve the overpopulation problem we need a
comprehensive plan and a central agency to
coordinate it. The agency is the UN but the
plan is hidden in Agenda 21 and the
Millennium Development Goals – the
world’s
roadmaps
for
sustainable
development and the eradication of poverty,
hunger and disease – rather than isolated and
given the attention it deserves.
That is so because the UN coordinated
Conference on Population and Development
held in Cairo, Egypt, in 1994, and its
Program of Action, which is the steering
document for the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA), encountered such fierce
opposition from religious and conservative
groups that it was never repeated.
A practical way of carrying water.

This approach invites secrecy, coercion and
deception and a problem of this magnitude cannot be accomplished by these means. This
approach also encourages man’s worst instincts and entrenches and unifies already powerful
elites with dire repercussions on justice, freedom and equity. This approach, in other words,
amplifies all other problems in order to tackle overpopulation. Clearly a top-down approach
cannot work for this giant problem unless it is mirrored by and synchronized with a bottom-up
effort.
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The bottom-up effort, however, will not materialize unless our leadership removes the barriers it
has erected to keep us ignorant, indifferent and impotent. Our potential for action will remain
unrealized unless the media is allowed to educate rather than forced to deceive; the Internet is
used to let the truth out and not disseminate lies; industry satisfies legitimate needs not
unnecessary wants; political leaders lead instead of leading us astray; and unless man’s need to
believe is guided to trust in himself rather than divest responsibility onto God’s or science’s
shoulders.
And none of this will happen unless enough people have the courage to jump over the triple
fence of economic exploitation, political manipulation and religious indoctrination erected
around us by our own leaders, histories and cultures and open the gates for everyone else so that
together we can shatter the matrix of control. We must in other words earn the right to be
masters of our own destiny and to do so we must be able to stand on the shoulders of giants not
hide in their or God’s shadow. People who refuse to act with Earth and mankind in mind
deserve to be cut out from the decision making process. They cannot be trusted with the destiny
of man and the planet’s wellbeing.
Yet if we fail to rise to the challenge in sufficient numbers we are doomed to a bleak and brutal
future. The wealthy and the elites that buttress them will only accelerate an ongoing covert plan
that uses food and water as weapons of depopulation and genetic degeneration. According to
this plan, the rich eat organic and whole foods while the poor are relegated through economic
deprivation and food industrialization to excitotoxin-laden and chemically-altered foods,
genetically modified organisms, ammoniated meat, and to fruit, vegetables and grains grown in
soils depleted of minerals and enzymes; a diet that condemns us to obesity, sterility,
neurodegenerative brain diseases, mental retardation and premature death. The rich drink
mineral water bottled at source from the world’s cleanest aquifers while the poor are relegated to
drinking fluoride laced and heavy metal laden tap water that lowers fertility. The rich live on
large tracts of land away from pollution and stress while the poor are corralled in ever denser
urban environments where life is increasingly restrictive, hectic and dehumanizing.
Our devolution and depopulation are being engineered to turn
eugenics into self-fulfilling prophecy and divide mankind into a
physically and mentally distinguishable upper class that lives long
and well and an inferior underclass that lives less and poorly. This
outcome is being foretold by evolutionary theorist Oliver Curry
who predicts that the human species will split in two; a handsome
and smart elite and a retarded and goblin-like rabble.
It is science now and not the Church that issues indulgences to
those who seek absolution for their economic and political sins.
And the United States, where the Hard Solution I spoke of in my
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previous article is well on its way, needs a lot of indulgences.
The United States, where the war on the poor is most advanced and the conceits of the elite are
well entrenched, now ranks 37th in health while in mid-20th century it ranked 1st. The US has
decayed to such an extent in only 50 years as to have the highest infant mortality rates among
developed nations, the highest cancer rates in the world, and to rank only 24th in life expectancy
although it spends more than any other country on health.
This is not by accident but by design, which is why the US is the only developed nation where
the poor are deprived of medical insurance while the rich enjoy the best care in the world, where
income inequality is seen as a God-given and immutable reality, and where toxic food is
deliberately promoted for mass consumption. Not surprisingly, the US is also the only country
in the world where the lowest socioeconomic class is already distinguishable at a glance from the
upper class by their physical appearance, language use and mental characteristics.
Economic, social and political policies are used to create genetic inequality, which in turn
contribute to greater social and economic disparities, so much so that in the not so distant future
there will be a “parting of the ways between the genetic ‘haves’ and the genetic ‘have-nots’”,
which will in time give rise to two varieties of humans, “the ‘gracile’ descendants of a genetic
upper class and the ‘robust’ descendants of a genetic underclass. The genetic ‘halves’ will tend
to be tall, thin, symmetrical, clean, healthy, intelligent and creative. The genetic ‘have-nots’ will
be short, stocky, asymmetrical, grubby, unhealthy and less intelligent.”
Paving the way for this outcome are technological and social factors that are rapidly changing
the characteristics of our species. The more advanced our technology becomes the less directly
dependent we are on our fellow men and this is diminishing our moral sentiments and making us
more selfish and self-centred. Furthermore, the more restrictive and regulated our society
becomes, as it must, due to constantly increasing population densities and growing urbanization,
the more we begin to resemble “domesticated animals: enfeebled, ineffectual, pampered,
homogenous, spoilt, and juvenile”.
It is safe to say that the rifts within and
between nations, as well as the
widespread disintegration of families,
reflect both our growing selfishness
and our domesticated attitudes and that
it won’t be long before there will be a
goblin-like underclass relegated to a
life of misery and servitude and a Godlike upper-class claiming divine rights.
The destruction of the middle class and
the emergence of a global society made
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up of billionaires and paupers augur this very outcome.
Will we allow overpopulation to push the elites towards extreme forms of social Darwinism and
eugenic solutions that render our rights null and void or will we assume control of our destinies
and bring about an era of equal and universal respect for human rights? If we continue to be
selfish and act like domesticated animals the first outcome will occur by default. But if we
awaken and start acting like rational, free and engaged human beings then the latter outcome is
inevitable.
One thing is certain; we will get what we deserve.
One other thing is equally certain; once we run out of fossil fuels, in a century or so, we will no
longer be able to sustain the existing population levels. If by then we will have succeeded in
transitioning to renewable energy sources and using natural resources sustainably, we will be
able to at most support 2 billion people. This gives us just enough time to reduce our population
to that level within one hundred years if every couple on earth voluntarily agrees to have only
one child.
However you slice it and dice it, we must, through “mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon”,
relinquish the “freedom to breed”; a conclusion arrived at in 1968 by Paul Ehrlich and more
valid now than ever. If we refuse to accept this inconvenient truth then the only alternative is
depopulation through war, famine and pestilence. All indications are that Christians will fight
Muslims for the remaining oil and that the rest of the world will be drawn into this conflict on
one side or the other; a conflict that will involve not just conventional but also, and probably
primarily, biological weapons as a means of killing two birds with one stone; control of the last
remaining oil reserves and depopulation. And Jews, as always, will be at the centre of the
conflagration playing both sides to their advantage.
If we let it come to that because we are too obtuse to exercise voluntary self-restraint on the
procreation front and shared sacrifices on the economic front, the world as we know it and with it
all our rights and liberties will come to an abrupt and miserable end.
Those unlucky to survive will look upon the past with envious nostalgia, be they goblins or gods.
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LETTER TO PRESIDENT OBAMA

16 October 2013
Dear Mr. President,
We are but whispers in the wind of time. Even a man as powerful as you fades in the hum of the
digital age and the humdrum of globalization. So I add my voice to yours in the hope that others
will join in and together we can be heard by all and have an impact deep within the conscience of
humanity.
Over the past four years, I have struggled with problems that only men in your position are
forced to confront and have come to understand the unbearable burdens of power. But it is one
thing to understand and another to bear them, which you, as president of the world’s most
dominant and engaged nation, must do more so than any other leader.
Through my actions, as through my words, past, present and future, I hope to aid you not only in
carrying your heavy cross but also in freeing you of its awesome weight. Those remote from
power do not realize that as a head of state you are a prisoner to your position and to the
commitments you have inherited with it, commitments you cannot break unless aided by men
like me; men free to think and act outside the matrix, men who have earned that freedom by
sheer will and sacrifice and by their refusal to be paralyzed by mass inertia and drift in the stream
of history.
The time has come for radical change. The time has come to change the course of history. The
time has come for history to yield to us, to those who think and act outside the matrix and the
constraints of its bureaucracies and institutions, to those strong enough to make history rather
than fall victim to it.
For nearly seven decades, the people of the world have been subject to wide-ranging acts of
social engineering and have been at the receiving end of a silent chemical and biological attack
intended and carried out to prevent another great war that in the nuclear age would be our last.
While these measures have averted disaster by slowing down population growth they have not
been without terrible consequences.
These substitutes to war have in themselves become a war and we can no longer tolerate the
price they exact from us. What is unbearable and unacceptable is that our innocent children are
their primary victims. The burden of population control must fall on the living, not on the
unborn, and on adults not on infants.
It is encouraging to see that you have been listening to the calls for change issued by the People’s
Protection Force and have begun the arduous task of replacing covert poisoning methods with
overt legislation.
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It is encouraging to hear the director of the White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy, Mr. John Holdren, openly admit that technology cannot defuse the population bomb and
that what we need are social and institutional changes. This is the very conclusion I have arrived
at and have succinctly expressed in the book Killing Us Softly: Causes and Consequences of the
Global Depopulation Policy, which I conclude with the following paragraph:
“Social problems cannot be solved through science. Not without bringing about new and even
more severe social problems. Social problems require social solutions. Replacing blind faith in
God with blind faith in science has gotten us into serious trouble. Neither God nor science can
save us. We can only save ourselves.
The choice is simple.
It is either this...

WAR

this...

POISON

or this.

LAW

I choose the latter. What will you choose? The time has come to choose and to choose right or
we will all die miserable deaths.
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To those who hold on to the fiction that our planet is not overpopulated I give this picture of the
earth at night to consider.”

It is even more encouraging to observe that Mr. Holdren is travelling around the world to meet
with foreign dignitaries and inform them of the need to change the methods of the Global
Depopulation Policy, which now threaten the disintegration of society with a war between the
1% and the 99%.
A global policy of this magnitude requires time to alter. In its new form it will necessitate the
consent of the people, which in turn depends on their knowledge of the bitter and dire realities
we face. In its altered form the Global Depopulation Policy will be the common denominator
that will unite the world. It will no longer depend on monetary coercion and manufactured
consent but on humanitarian conviction and common purpose.
This will put the positive traits of human nature in the driving seat and displace once and for all
our baser instincts that have been exploited to drive humanity forward but have instead
surrendered us to evil.
The new course will democratize global governance and put people not bureaucrats in control. It
will bring the era of the United Nations to an end and will augur the era of the United People.
Last, it will allow the capital produced by our labor to be harnessed to constructive ends that will
enrich our lives, rather than be wasted on counterproductive measures designed to undermine our
lives.
We, the people of the world, are lucky to have a man in the oval office whose heart beats for us.
You are our president and we are counting on you to listen to our will and empower us to take
control of our destinies.
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The United States has been doing a thankless job and it is being misunderstood because the
Global Depopulation Policy, in its present form, has imposed deception and dishonesty on
government and has as a result undermined the very foundation of our free and democratic
societies despite efforts to contain the damage.
Once the truth is known and the anger abates, the world will understand the sacrifices the world
has made and the heavy price peace in the nuclear age demands from us all.
Our species has vanquished war, pestilence and famine. The only enemy that still remains is
ignorance, but we shall vanquish this fourth horse of the apocalypse too if we stick together and
leave no one behind.
Free the presses and let the truth set us free so we can rise to a new level of consciousness and
mend our broken world.
Sincerely,

Kevin Galalae
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We can find our way into the light only if we act together as one.
Otherwise we shall be doomed to darkness.
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